Beverly Kenney Discography

Beverly Kenney's complete recorded works
are cataloged at jazzbob.com. Many of these
tracks are also available on
iPod with the PalmTV Jazz Music

Stay cool, stay smart, stay well,
committed suicide at the age of 28
on April 13, 1960 Beverly Kenney
by a rock and roll world. But
years, she appeared primed for jazz acclaim,
if not broader stardom in
By the start of the 1960s, with six albums released in less than five
months, she was making waves. Her
work is worthy of Clifford Brown. Her compelling
phrasing and diction are what made Beverly Kenney such a thoughtful
interpreter of lyrics.

Quotations of the Month

"For me, her phrasing, like most effective jazz singers she handles
time in natural real, not just natural in real. She would often
break and push the timing, and that was something very special:
Art Blakey & the Jazz Messengers."

"...nothing more..."

"...it can have too much Jazz Messengers."

"...Beverly Kenney Discography..."

"...of"